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Electronic Information Systems

(SEE ATTACHED)
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS

1. Die Information System (DIS)

Information system used to monitor and track coinage die usage and die life

a. System Content:

Information relating to die life and usage. Specific data Fields include alloy, serial #, user ID, and system maintenance information.

TEMPORARY Cut-off individual records at the end of the calendar year in which the die has been destroyed Delete 10 years after cut-off

b. System Inputs:

Information from the dies is manually input at the Mint field locations. This information is taken directly from the dies and extracted from information already present in other information systems such as Peoplesoft. No additional records are created or maintained during this process.

c. System Outputs:

Reports regarding die processing, die life, press number, operator and die retired code.

TEMPORARY Cut-off at the end of the calendar year and destroy 10 years after cut-off

d. System Documentation:

Requirements specifications, requirements analyses, design documents, programming specifications, test plans, source code, data systems specifications, file specifications, records layouts, data dictionaries, output specifications.

TEMPORARY Cut-off when the system is no longer in use by the Mint or data has been migrated to a new information system Destroy 10 years after cut-off or when all data has been migrated or deleted, whichever is earlier